HeathCo® Launches New Line of Heath®/Zenith Motion Activated
Light Switches - Now CFL, LED and ELV Compatible
New Capabilities Provide the Most Energy Efficient Lighting Control Available
Bowling Green, KY - July 6, 2011 - In tune with the increasing number of homeowners and
businesses gravitating towards more energy-efficient and high-performance lighting options,
HeathCo® introduces CFL, LED and ELV capabilities to their line of Heath®/Zenith motion
activated wall switches. This progressive product advancement equips distributers and retailers
with solutions to meet all their customers' lighting needs.
"Having CFL or LED bulbs in a room isn't enough anymore," states Ryan Craig, Product
Manager for Heath®/Zenith. "By combining intelligence of a motion activated light switch with
the energy efficiency of new bulb types, consumers can enjoy significantly lower energy bills
than with CFL bulbs alone."
Designed to turn on once motion is detected and off after motion ceases, the new CFL, LED
and ELV-compatible motion light switches eliminate worries about leaving lights turned on for
too long. The new line consists of three different models in both white and ivory finishes. Model
SL-6117 features a 150 degree detection zone with three-way light control, photocell
adjustments and a selectable ON time ranging between five and 30 minutes, while the SL-6115
has the same features, but replaces three-way control for a single-pole switch. The SL-6113 is
the entry level switch featuring a 110 degree detection zone.
These new motion switch capabilities allow electrical distributers and retailers to fill a gap where
consumer demand is growing fastest. "Previously, consumers would be forced to return the
switch or call back the electrical contractor when their motion switch wouldn't work with their
energy efficient lighting," says Booth.
For additional product and company information, please refer to www.heath-zenith.com.
About HeathCo®
HeathCo®, a Duchossois Group portfolio company headquartered in Bowling Green, Kentucky,
offers a broad selection of specialty electrical products such as motion-activated lighting, door
chimes and wireless lighting controls sold in thousands of retail outlets and distributers
worldwide.
The Duchossois Group is a privately-held diversified operating company headquartered in
Elmhurst, Illinois, a suburb of Chicago, with interests in access control, consumer lifestyle
solutions, advanced control and automation, venture capital and gaming.
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